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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to elevator ropes
and, more particularly, to a method and apparatus for
testing elevator ropes to detect degradation using elec-
trical or magnetic energy.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Tension rope systems for lifting elevator cars,
or similar vessels for vertically raising and lowering loads
in industrial or commercial applications, are typically
made up of steel ropes. Such ropes typically comprise
multiple cords which, in turn, generally comprise a plu-
rality of strands that are made up of individual steel wires.
Such tension ropes are critical components upon which
safety and productivity often depend.
[0003] Deterioration of individual components of a mul-
ti-strand or multi-cord rope adversely affects tension
strength of the rope. The tension strength of a rope is
dependent upon various parameters including its cross-
sectional area. When one or more components of a steel
rope stretch, tear or permanently bend, those compo-
nents are disabled or weakened as load bearing mem-
bers and, thus, the effective tension-bearing cross-sec-
tional area of the rope is reduced.
[0004] This type of deterioration can occur through a
variety of ways, such as normal wear and tear, impact,
fatigue or inadvertent corrosion.
[0005] Because service ropes, such as elevator ropes,
are very long and are made up of many individual wires
and strands, it is impractical to perform thorough and
accurate testing of rope condition or deterioration level
simply by visual inspection. Furthermore, it is impractical
to disassemble elevator ropes and apply them to various
testing devices. Thus, it is common in the industry to sub-
stantially overdesign the ropes to allow for a large margin
of deterioration without a large risk of failure. The ropes
are replaced at time or cycle milestones. Occasional in-
fiel visual inspections are typically the only means of test-
ing.
[0006] The main problem with visual inspection of
ropes is that the eye can only see the strands and wires
on the outer surface of the rope, which make up only a
fraction of the tension-bearing cross-sectional area. Also,
it is difficult to visually inspect an entire length of rope
installed in, for example, an elevator system. Thus, sam-
pling and approximation methods are generally em-
ployed.
[0007] These methods still require a large margin of
overdesign to ensure safety. As a result, ropes are de-
signed with excessive and costly materials, and ropes
are often discarded well before their useful life expires.
In addition, man hours and operation down-time for in-
spection are often costly.
[0008] JP 06286957 discloses a means for detecting

the deterioration of a rope of an elevator assembly, by
measuring the change with time of the electrical resist-
ance of the rope.

OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] Various objects of the present invention include
providing a method and apparatus for detecting deterio-
ration of steel ropes or compound ropes having steel
ropes as members, wherein detection is practical in time,
cost and complexity, wherein continuous monitoring and
detection are practical and efficient, and further wherein
detection is accurate and reliable. Another object
achieved is the ability to inspect rope components that
are not viewable, such as in the case of compound ropes
or belts including flat ropes in which one or more steel
ropes are embedded in an insulator, such as poly-
urethane or rubber. In this situation, visual inspection is
impossible. These and other objects are achieved by the
present invention as described below.
[0010] One embodiment of the present invention in-
volves applying a novel arrangement of magnets and
sensors for saturating magnetically permeable ropes
with a magnetic field and then obtaining magnetic flux
leakage measurements for comparison to pre-stored da-
ta in order to determine rope condition. Another embod-
iment of the present invention involves applying electric
current to a rope and measuring resistance values for
comparison to pre-stored data in order to determine rope
condition.
[0011] While the preferred embodiments are described
below with respect to elevator ropes, by way of example,
it is acknowledged that the present invention has appli-
cation to other types of ropes and belts subject to similar
loading and use conditions.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012]

Fig. 1 is a schematic, cross-sectional view of an el-
evator rope having multiple cords in an insulator ma-
terial.

Fig. 2 is a schematic, cross-sectional view of a cord
of an elevator rope of the type illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 is schematic diagram of a two magnets ar-
ranged adjacent to a ferromagnetic member.

Fig. 4 is a schematic diagram of a magnetic flux sen-
sor array adjacent to an elevator rope of the type
disclosed in Fig. 1.

Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram of a first embodiment
apparatus according to the present invention.

Fig. 6 is a partial, schematic view of a first embodi-
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ment apparatus according to the present invention
mounted to an elevator system.

Fig. 7 is a schematic diagram of a second embodi-
ment apparatus according to the present invention.

Figs. 8A-8B are graphs illustrating magnetic flux de-
tection according to the present invention.

Fig. 9 is a schematic diagram illustrating a third em-
bodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 10 is a partial, schematic view of a third embod-
iment apparatus according to the present invention
mounted to an elevator system.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Magnetic Flux Method and Apparatus

[0013] A defect such as a crack, cut or other disconti-
nuity in a ferromagnetic member, such as a wire, can be
detected by monitoring magnetic flux density distribution
within. A defect will result in penetration of the magnetic
flux to the air. The quantitative determination of loss of
metallic cross-sectional area, in a rope having wires of a
diameter of 0.175 mm, caused by deterioration or defect
is possible with quantitative resolutions of 0.175 mm. The
terms"quantitative resolution"as used herein refers to the
required minimum flaw for which the sensor provides a
quantitative measure directly, without additional signal
processing.
[0014] The most revalent modes of deterioration of
wire ropes include internal abrasion, corrosion, breaking
and kinking. Internal abrasion is caused by nicking, high
pressure or poor lubrication. Corrosion, which can occur
internally or externally, is caused by various environmen-
tal conditions and poor lubrication. Breaking of wires re-
sults from fatigue, plastic wear, martensitic brittling, and
mechanical damage. Kinking results from sharp bending
or mechanical damage.
[0015] Deterioration results in loss of cross-sectional
area of wires which reduces tension load bearing capac-
ity. The transfer of load from a defective or deteriorated
wire to neighboring wires will reduce the expected fatigue
life of the remaining wires. As the number of defects in
a group increases, the rate of increase in number of de-
fects wili accelerate due to increasingly displaced loads.
[0016] A system for detection of the leakage flux basi-
cally consists of a magnetic flux exciter and a magnetic
flux sensor. The exciter is necessary to magnetize the
ferromagnetic part to be inspected. It can be in the form
of, for example, an encircling coil, or a U-shaped elec-
tromagnet or permanent magnet with mild steel poles.
Encircling coils do not have ferromagnetic cores and,
thus, result in poor utilization of the produced magnetic
flux to magnetize the part being tested. U-shaped mag-
nets are better because the can direct most of the pro-

duced magnetizing flux to the part being tested. Perma-
nent magnet exciters do not require any power supply
and they are smaller than electromagnets producing the
same flux. Various magnetic flux sensors are available
such as, for example, search coils, Hall elements, and
magnetodiodes. Search coils allow for inspection of large
surface areas but, however, their output signal is speed
dependent. Hall elements can produce high output sig-
nals which are independent of speed.
[0017] Applying the exciter-sensor system to a flat rope
made up of a series of wire cords is described with respect
to Fig. 1-6. While the preferred embodiment is described
in the context of a flat rope of non-ferromagnetic insulator
material having ferromagnetic cords cords embedded
therein, the invention is not limited to such an embodi-
ment and may be applied to, for example, a compound
rope having a single ferromagnetic cord embedded in a
round insulator jacket. A flat rope (10) has a generally
rectangular crosssection area of non-ferromagnetic in-
sulator material, such as polyurethane, (12) surrounding
a plurality of generally uniformly distributed steel ropes
(14), each consisting of a plurality of cords (15). As illus-
trated in Fig. 2, a cord (15) comprises a plurality of strands
(16). Each strand (16) is made up of a plurality of steel
wires (17). In order to apply the magnetic flux exciter-
sensor system according to the present invention, the
following presumptions are made: (a) leakage fluxes are
negligible; (b) magnetic permeability of the ferromagnetic
poles and yokes of the exciter tends to infinity; and (c)
no eddy currents are induced in the tested strands.
[0018] Referring to Fig, 3, a schematic illustration
shows a permanent magnet (100) positioned adjacent to
a ferromagnetic test sample (102) representing the rope
(10). The reluctance Rmr of the steel ropes (14) is Rmr =
ΔIr/(m0mrSr), where ΔIr is the tested segment of the cord
equal to the distance between center lines of poles of the
exciter.
[0019] The magnetic permeability of free space, m0, is
m0 = 0.4 π x 10-6 H/m.
[0020] The relative magnetic permeability of steel
strands is mr. The cross section area of the steel wire
rope (14) is Sr. The magnetic permeability mr is a nonlin-
ear function of the magnetic flux density in strands (mag-
netic field intensity).
[0021] The cross section area Sr of the steel rope (all
steel strands) is Sr = ncnstr(πd2

str)/4, where nc is the
number of strands, nstr is the number of strands in each
cord and dstr is the diameter of a single strand.
[0022] The reluctance Rmg of the airgap between pole
faces and cores is, approximately, Rmg ≈ g/(m0Sg), where
g is the airgap (ferromagnetic body to ferromagnetic
body) and S = ωplp. The width of the pole face (parallel
to the rope length) is ωp, and the length of the pole face
(transverse to the rope length) is lp.
[0023] According to Ohm’s Law for magnetic circuits
and including assumptions (a), (b) and (c) as stated
above, the magnetic flux produced by the excitation sys-
tem (with electromagnet or permanent magnet) is Φ = NI
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/ ((ΔIr/(m0mrSr) + (2g/m0Sg)) and the magnetic flux density
in the rope (equal to the magnetic flux density in a single
strand) is B = Φ / Sr = m0NI / (ΔIr/mr + 2gSr/Sg), where N
is the number of turns of the electromagnet winding used
for the excitation and I is the d. c. current in the electro-
magnet winding. The equivalent magnetic motive force
(MMF) NI can also be produced by a permanent magnet.
For a permanent magnet NI should be replaced by HhM,
where H is the equivalent magnetic field intensity and hM
is the length of the permanent magnet.
[0024] Using Hall elements, a system’s sensitivity can
be configured sufficiently to enable detection of a differ-
ence in magnetic flux density representative of the loss
of one wire having a diamter of, for example, 0.175 mm
in a cord of diameter 1.6 mm. By sampling rope as it
deteriorates, determining magnetic flux density, and stor-
ing the measurement, data can be stored for comparison
to magnetic flux density for a rope to be tested. Using
Hall elements, a system can be configured sufficiently to
enable detection of a difference in magnetic flux density
between the non-deteriorated rope and a test subject in
which only one wire is broken.
[0025] To provide the level of sensitivity needed to de-
tect differences in magnetic flux density of individual
wires at such dimensions, the magnetic flux excitation
system, comprising a U-shaped electromagnet or per-
manent magnet, should be configured using a small dis-
tance, ΔIr, between the centerlines (104, 106) of mild
steel poles (108,110). If ΔIr is too small, however, the
leakage flux can reduce the useful flux in the steel rope
to an unacceptable level. The cross section area of each
airgap, approximately equal to the cross section area of
each mild steel pole, should be small. This can be
achieved by minimizing the width (112) of each pole face
to a value not less than the diameter of a single cord of
the rope. If the cross section area of the air gap is too
small, a large leakage flux from pole-to-pole will occur.
[0026] The magnetic flux exciter-sensor system ac-
cording to the present invention requires the test sample,
an elevator rope having internal steel cords, for example,
to be passed over the poles of a magnet so that at any
instant the portions of the cords that are over and in be-
tween the poles are magnetized, becoming part of the
magnetic circuit, and a magnetic flux density is estab-
lished in the cords parallel to their axes. In an ideal, non-
deteriorated rope the majority of magnetic flux is parallel
to the rope. A deterioration defect, as described above,
in a steel cord or wire thereof causes local fringing in the
magnetic flux density, so that it forms a"bump"or discon-
tinuity in the parallel direction of the flux. At the location
of the defect their is some magnetic flux density directed
in a direction normal to the axis of the cord. This normal
flux density is what is detected as indicative of a defect
in the rope by the system of the present invention.
[0027] The magnetic flux sensor assembly may in-
clude either Hall effect sensors, search coils, or other
known sensors. By way of example, an arrangement em-
ploying Hall effect sensors is described with respect to

the schematic, cross section illustration of Fig. 4. The
sensor assembly (300) illustrated is for use with a rope
(302) having twelve steel rope cords (304) evenly spaced
therein and running parallel to the longitudinal axis of the
rope (302). First and second banks (306,308) of Hall ef-
fect sensors (310) are positioned above and below, re-
spectively, the flat belt (306) to be tested so that the Hall
effect sensors (310) correspond to individual cords (304).
A single bank of sensors on only one side of the belt may
be used. Any number of sensors may be used, as the
number of sensors does not necessarily have to corre-
spond to the number of cords. The sensor banks
(306,308) should be generally centered in a direction
along the longitudinal axis of the flat rope (302) with re-
spect to the poles of the magnet, since the components
of magnetic flux density normal to the belt axis is at a
minimum midway between the poles. Thus, the detection
of a significant normal flux at this location would indicate
a defect in the steel cord.
[0028] The testing assembly (400), shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 5, comprises an exciter system (402) having
a U-shaped magnet with two poles (404,406), a sensor
assembly (408), as previously described with respect to
Fig. 4, and a controller (410). The testing assembly (400)
may be fixed as a dedicated unit to an elevator system
(420), as shown in Fig. 6, or it may be assemble on-site
and transportable to and from various sites. For example,
the testing assembly (400) may be fixed to an elevator
hoist machine assembly (401) by means of a bracket
(403). The exciter and sensor assemblies are positioned
so that a rope (412) to be tested may move relative to
the magnet (402) and sensors (408). If desired, the con-
troller (410) may be remotely located from the rest of the
testing assembly (400) and in communication therewith
through such means as hardwire, RF, or modem. Remote
monitoring and remote controlling may be implemented.
[0029] Alternatively, as shown in Fig. 7, the testing as-
sembly (500) may be a self-contained, portable unit hav-
ing an on-board controller (502) and power source (504)
in addition to the components described with respect to
Fig. 5. The unit may, for example, have a two-part hous-
ing comprising of halves (506,508) which may be closed
around an elevator rope (510) for testing.
[0030] A testing assembly designed for an array of
cords (304) positioned in predetermined relative posi-
tions within a rope (302) may be calibrated by first running
a deteriorated rope sample, of known characteristics,
through the testing assembly and pre-storing data signals
from each individual Hall effect sensor.
[0031] By relating each specific location for individual
sensor elements, and repeating test runs with selectively
damaged cords or strands, actual test data can be com-
pared to known or predictable pre-stored data. By ana-
lyzing, for example, measurements from several sensor
elements as they relate to only one rope at a known lo-
cation, precise levels of defective strands or wires and
their relative position within the cord cross section can
be determined.
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[0032] By way of example, the graph shown in Fig. 8A
depicts magnetic flux leakage for each cord of a flat, multi-
cord rope under tension as a function of time measured
by a bank of top-side sensors. For each cord, identified
by cord number, the magnetic flux leakage in volts is
plotted against time in seconds.
[0033] The relative peaks on the magnetic flux leakage
axis identify defects. Because the starting position on the
rope and the rate of movement of the rope relative to the
sensors is known, the time axis can be correlated to lo-
cation on the rope. A similar graph for bottom-side sen-
sors is provided in Fig. 8B. The graphs in 8A and 8B are
complementary with respect to longitudinal position
along the rope and depict the same period in time for the
same rope. The output for the two sets of sensors (Fig.
8A and Fig. 8B) differs because of precise locations of
defects. More precisely, the location of a defect on each
cord can be located with respect to angular position and
distance from the central axis of the cord, in addition to
longitudinal position, by correlating reference points be-
tween the two sensor arrays.
[0034] The above example described in Figs. 8A and
8B is one example of various tests that can be used to
precisely measure or locate wire or cord performance or
failure under various conditions.
[0035] This approach, with this level of resolution, en-
ables precise detection of wire or rope failure. Such
measurements are useful, for example, for identifying
chronic failure or wear patterns that may be indicative of
problems with surrounding hardware or environment.
[0036] A method of detecting degradation of a rope
comprising a plurality of ferromagnetic cord members
comprises applying a magnetic field to a portion of said
cord members; monitoring magnetic flux associated with
said magnetic field; and identifying locations along said
cord members exhibiting magnetic flux leakage, wherein
said locations are indicative of degradation.
[0037] In an exemplary embodiment said magnetic
field is applied by relative movement between said rope
and a magnet.
[0038] In an exemplary embodiment said rope com-
prises a body of non-ferromagnetic insulator material
having a generally rectangular cross-section in which
said plurality of ferromagnetic cord members are distrib-
uted and extend longitudinally therewith.
[0039] A method of detecting and locating degradation
of a rope comprising a plurality of ferromagnetic cord
members comprises causing said rope to move at a
known rate relative to a magnet in order to apply a mag-
netic field to a portion of said cord members; monitoring
magnetic flux associated with said magnetic field as a
function of time; and identifying points in time in which
said cord members exhibit magnetic flux leakage, where-
in said points in time are indicative of the location of rope
degradation.
[0040] A method for approximating tension-load bear-
ing capacity of a rope comprising a plurality of ferromag-
netic cord members comprises applying a magnetic field

to a portion of said cord members; measuring magnetic
flux associated with said magnetic field; and comparing
said measured magnetic flux leakage to predetermined
data indicative of tension-load bearing capacity.
[0041] A method of detecting and locating degradation
of a rope comprising a plurality of ferromagnetic cord
members comprises applying a magnetic field to a por-
tion of said cord members; monitoring magnetic flux as-
sociated with said magnetic field; identifying locations
along each individual cord member exhibiting magnetic
flux leakage, wherein said locations are indicative of deg-
radation; and correlating said locations indicative of deg-
radation of individual cord members with respect to each
other to determine relative locations of each.
[0042] An exemplary embodiment comprises measur-
ing the magnitude of said magnetic flux leakage.
[0043] An exemplary embodiment comprises measur-
ing the magnitude of said magnetic flux leakage.
[0044] An exemplary embodiment comprises measur-
ing the magnitude of said magnetic flux leakage.
[0045] An apparatus for detecting and locating degra-
dation of a rope having at least one ferromagnetic com-
ponent comprises a body comprising rope guide means
for guiding said rope along said body; a magnet fixed
with respect to said body for establishing a magnetic field
adjacent to said body; magnetic flux sensing means
mounted with respect to said body for monitoring mag-
netic flux associated with said magnetic field; and means
for correlating said magnetic flux with said rope to deter-
mine one or more locations of degradation.
[0046] In an exemplary embodiment said rope com-
prises a plurality of ferromagnetic cord members.
[0047] In an exemplary embodiment said magnetic flux
sensing means comprise a plurality of magnetic flux sen-
sors mounted to said body.
[0048] In an exemplary embodiment said magnetic flux
sensors comprise Hall effect transducers.
[0049] In an exemplary embodiment said plurality of
magnetic flux sensors each correspond to one of said
ferromagnetic cord members such that each magnetic
flux sensor monitors the magnetic flux of a respective
one of said cord members.
[0050] An exemplary embodiment comprises control
means for correlating the magnetic flux detected by each
of said magnetic flux sensors.
[0051] In an exemplary embodiment said plurality of
magnetic flux sensors are positioned with respect to said
body so that they remain on one side of said rope when
it is guided along said body.
[0052] In an exemplary embodiment said plurality of
magnetic flux sensors are positioned with respect to said
body so that they are on opposing sides of said rope
when it is guided along said body.
[0053] In an exemplary embodiment the apparatus fur-
ther comprises means for mounting said apparatus in an
elevator assembly in such a manner as to enable it to
engage an installed elevator rope with said rope guide
means for detecting and locating degradation of said el-
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evator rope.
[0054] In an exemplary embodiment the apparatus fur-
ther comprises means for mounting said apparatus to an
elevator hoist machine assembly in an elevator assembly
in such a manner as to enable it to engage an installed
elevator rope with said rope guide means for detecting
and locating degradation of said elevator rope.
[0055] In an exemplary embodiment the apparatus is
a self-contained, portable unit adapted to be transported
to and from an elevator assembly for use therewith to
enable it to engage an installed elevator rope with said
rope guide means for detecting and locating degradation
of said elevator rope.

Electrical Resistance Measurement Method and Appa-
ratus

[0056] An alternative or supplementary embodiment
of the present invention relates to detecting deterioration
of steel cord tension load carrying members that are en-
cased in non-condutive insulator materials, such as a flat
rope constructed of, for example, polyurethane, by di-
recting electric current through the steel cords and meas-
uring electrical resistivity, by connecting current input and
current output leads at dead-end hitch points. An exam-
ple of such a rope is a flat elevator rope having a poly-
urethane jacket with tension load carrying cords encased
within and running the length of the rope. Changes in the
resistivity of a steel rope are indicative of defective
strands or wires. In the elevator environment, such test-
ing requiring conductance is not possible with non-insu-
lated belts or ropes where steel cords come into contact
with metallic components of the elevator system.
[0057] According to the present invention, an electrical
resistance measuring device is applied to a rope to be
tested so that measured resistance through the cord can
be correlated to pre-stored test data for an ideal rope.
Predetermined threshold data values are used to deter-
mine when a tested rope or belt should be replaced. The
resistance measuring device may be, for example, a Kel-
vin bridge.
[0058] A schematic representation of such a system
(600) is shown in Fig. 9, where an elevator rope (602) is
connected at first and second ends (604,606) to current
input and output leads (608,610). A floating stable con-
stant current source (612) is supplied at one end of the
rope (602). Connections are made at both ends and the
voltage is measured. The measuring current is passed
through the unknown resistance of the rope through the
input wire (608) and passed through the return or output
wire (610). The additional wires (609,611) are connected
to high input impedance sense heads and have no cur-
rent flow.
[0059] Since the current is known, by relating the volt-
age in (Vin) and the voltage out (Vout), as total rope volt-
age (Vrope), and knowing the current in (iin), the resis-
tivity of the rope (Rrope) can be determined. 

[0060] When the rope being tested reaches a prede-
termined threshold value of resistance, it is an indication
to replace the rope. The threshold value can be deter-
mined by testing a similar rope at different stress levels
for load and fatigue, for measured numbers of cycles,
and measuring the corresponding resistance and resid-
ual load bearing strength. A relationship between resist-
ance and load bearing capacity can then be established.
[0061] Because resistivity is affected by factors such
as temperature and moisture, it is advantageous to use
relative comparisons of individual cords in a multi-cord
rope, or of multiple ropes, when applying the present in-
vention. For instance, temperatures in a tall building can
vary significantly between the top and bottom levels. By
applying the present invention system to a rope having
multiple cords of electrically conductive material, relative
comparisons of resistivity with neighboring cords permits
detection of changes in resistance despite effects from
temperature, moisture or other environmental conditions.
[0062] The reliability of the detection can be improved
even further by combining the electrical resistance meas-
uring method with the magnetic flux method described
before.
[0063] As shown in Fig. 10, current input and output
leads (608,610) can be made to an elevator rope (602)
at termination points (614,616) in an elevator system. A
power source (618) and controller (620), shown sche-
matically, may be connected via hardwire or other con-
ventional means. The controller (620) may be pro-
grammed to correlate resistivity measurements with pre-
determined data indicative of tension-load bearing
strength of the rope (602). A remote controller may be
used through RF, modem connection or similar means
for monitoring and controlling data input, current input,
and readings.
[0064] The invention further includes a monitoring sys-
tem for monitoring the level of excitation of an elevator
rope having a load-bearing element that supports the ten-
sion loads of the elevator system and a jacket that en-
compasses the load-bearing element, said monitoring
system comprising excitation means for exciting said
load-bearing element in a manner such that said jacket
is not subject to excitation; and monitoring means for
monitoring the level of excitation of said load-bearing el-
ement.

CONCLUSION

[0065] The testing systems described in the foregoing
may be implemented for continuous monitoring of rope
condition, or they may be implemented periodically dur-
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ing maintenance procedures. The systems may be ded-
icated or portable systems.

Claims

1. A method for approximating the tension-load bearing
capacity of an elevator rope (10) comprising an elec-
trically-conductive, tension-bearing component (14)
and a non-conductive insulating jacket (12) generally
surrounding said electrically-conductive, tension-
bearing component (14), said method comprising
applying an electric current through said electrically
conductive, tension-bearing component (14);
determining electrical resistivity of said electrically
conductive, tension-bearing component (14); and
comparing said resistivity to predetermined data in-
dicative of tension-load bearing capacity of said el-
evator rope (10). and further comprising connecting
current input and current output leads (608, 610) at
dead-end hitch points, respectively, of said elevator
rope (10) in an elevator assembly.

2. A method according to claim 1 wherein said electri-
cally-conductive component (14) is a tension-bear-
ing cord (15) in an elevator rope (10), wherein said
tension-bearing member (14) supports the load of
the elevator car.

3. A method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein the electrically conductive, load-bearing
component has wires of a diameter as small as 0.175
mm.

4. A method according to any of the preceding claims,
further comprising the step of comparing the resis-
tivity for each cord (15) with the others.

5. A method according to any of the preceding claims,
further comprising the step of correlating the meas-
ured resistance to pre-stored test date for an ideal
rope.

6. A system for approximating tension-load bearing ca-
pacity of an elevator rope (10) having two fixed ends
in an elevator assembly and comprising an electri-
cally-conductive component (14) and a non-conduc-
tive insulating jacket (12) generally surrounding said
electrically-conductive, tension-bearing component
(14), said system comprising
means for applying electric current through a section
of said electrically-conductive component (14);
means for measuring electrical resistivity of said
electrically-conductive component (14); and
means for correlating said measurement of said re-
sistivity to predetermined data indicative of tension-
load bearing strength of said elevator rope (10) and
further comprising means for connecting current in-

put and current output leads at dead-end hitch
points, respectively, of said elevator rope in an ele-
vator assembly.

7. A system according to claim 6, wherein said electri-
cally-conductive component (14) is a tension-bear-
ing member cord in an elevator rope (10), wherein
said tension-bearing member (14) supports the load
of the elevator car.

8. A system according to claim 6 or 7, wherein said
electrically-conductive, tension-bearing component
of said elevator rope (10) comprises a plurality of
cords (15) embedded within and running longitudi-
nally along the length of said elevator rope (10) for
supporting the load of an elevator car; and said
means for applying electric current through a section
of said elevator rope (10) engage each of said cords
(15) to apply electric current therethrough.

9. A method according to any of claims 6 to 8, wherein
the electrically conductive, load-bearing component
(14) has wires of a diameter as small as 0.175 mm.

10. A system according to any claims 6 to 9, further com-
prising means for engaging said two fixed ends of
said elevator rope (10) for applying said electric cur-
rent through said elevator rope (10).

11. A system according to any of claims 6 to 10, further
including means for comparing said measurement
of said resistivity for each cord with the others.

12. A system according to claim 11, further including
means for determining the relative tension-load
bearing strengths of each with respect to the others.

13. A system according to any of claims 6 to 12, wherein
said elevator rope (10) further comprises a non-con-
ductive insulating jacket (12) generally surrounding
said plurality of cords (15).

14. A system according to any of claims 6 to 13, further
including means for correlating the measured resist-
ance to pre-stored test date for an ideal rope.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Approximierung der Zugbelastbarkeit
eines Aufzugsseils (10), umfassend eine elektrisch
leitfähige, zugtragende Komponente (14) und einen
nicht leitfähigen Isoliermantel (12), der die elektrisch
leitfähige, zugtragende Komponente (14) im Allge-
meinen umgibt, wobei das Verfahren Folgendes um-
fasst:

Anlegen eines elektrischen Stroms durch die
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elektrisch leitfähige, zugtragende Komponente
(14);
Bestimmen der elektrischen Resistivität der
elektrisch leitfähigen, zugtragenden Kompo-
nente (14); und
Vergleichen der Resistivität mit vorbestimmten
Daten, die eine Zugbelastbarkeit des Aufzug-
seils (10) anzeigen.

und weiter umfassend Verbinden von Stromein-
gangs- und Stromausgangsleitungen (608, 610) an
jeweiligen Endbefestigungspunkten des Aufzugseils
(10) in einer Aufzugsanordnung.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die elektrisch leit-
fähige Komponente (14) eine zugtragende Schnur
(15) in einem Aufzugseil (10) ist, wobei das zugtra-
gende Element (14) die Last der Aufzugskabine
trägt.

3. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che, wobei die elektrisch leitfähige, lasttragende
Komponente Drähte mit einem Durchmesser von
nur 0,175 mm aufweist.

4. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che, weiter umfassend den Schritt des Vergleichens
der Resistivität für jede Schnur (15) mit den anderen.

5. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che, weiter umfassend den Schritt des Korrelierens
des gemessenen Widerstandes mit vorgespeicher-
ten Testdaten für ein ideales Seil.

6. System zur Approximierung der Zugbelastbarkeit ei-
nes Aufzugsseils (10), das zwei feste Enden auf-
weist, in einer Aufzugsanordnung und umfassend
eine elektrisch leitfähige Komponente (14) und einen
nicht leitfähigen Isoliermantel (12), der die elektrisch
leitfähige, zugtragende Komponente (14) im Allge-
meinen umgibt, wobei das System Folgendes um-
fasst
Mittel zum Anlegen eines elektrischen Stroms durch
einen Abschnitt der elektrisch leitfähigen Kompo-
nente (14);
Mittel zum Messen der elektrischen Resistivität der
elektrisch leitfähigen Komponente (14); und
Mittel zum Korrelieren der Messung der Resistivität
mit vorbestimmten Daten, die eine Zugbelastbarkeit
des Aufzugseils (10) anzeigen und weiter umfas-
send Mittel zum Verbinden von Stromeingangs- und
Stromausgangsleitungen an jeweiligen Endbefesti-
gungspunkten des Aufzugseils in einer Aufzugsan-
ordnung.

7. System nach Anspruch 6, wobei die elektrisch leit-
fähige Komponente (14) eine Schnur eines zugtra-
genden Elements in einem Aufzugseil (10) ist, wobei

das zugtragende Element (14) die Last der Aufzugs-
kabine trägt.

8. System nach Anspruch 6 oder 7, wobei die elektrisch
leitfähige, zugtragende Komponente des Aufzug-
seils (10) eine Vielzahl von Schnüren (15) umfasst,
die in das Aufzugseil (10) eingebettet sind und in
Längsrichtung entlang der Länge desselben verlau-
fen, um die Last einer Aufzugskabine zu tragen; und
die Mittel zum Anlegen eines elektrischen Stroms
durch einen Abschnitt des Aufzugseils (10) mit je-
dem der Schnüre (15) in Eingriff stehen, um einen
elektrischen Strom durch sie hindurch anzulegen.

9. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 6 bis 8, wobei
die elektrisch leitfähige, lasttragende Komponente
(14) Drähte mit einem Durchmesser von nur 0,175
mm aufweist.

10. System nach einem der Ansprüche 6 bis 9, weiter
umfassend Mittel zum Ineingriffbringen der beiden
festen Enden des Aufzugseils (10) zum Anlegen des
elektrischen Stroms durch das Aufzugseil (10).

11. System nach einem der Ansprüche 6 bis 10, weiter
beinhaltend Mittel zum Vergleichen der Messung der
Resistivität für jede Schnur mit den anderen.

12. System nach Anspruch 11, weiter beinhaltend Mittel
zum Bestimmen der relativen Zugbelastbarkeiten ei-
nes jeden jeweils in Bezug auf die anderen.

13. System nach einem der Ansprüche 6 bis 12, wobei
das Aufzugseil (10) weiter einen nicht leitfähigen Iso-
liermantel (12) umfasst, der die Vielzahl von Schnü-
ren (15) im Allgemeinen umgibt.

14. System nach einem der Ansprüche 6 bis 13, weiter
beinhaltend Mittel zum Korrelieren des gemessenen
Widerstandes mit vorgespeicherten Testdaten für
ein ideales Seil.

Revendications

1. Procédé d’approximation de la capacité porteuse de
charge de traction d’un câble d’ascenseur (10) com-
prenant un composant porteur de traction et électri-
quement conducteur (14) et une chemise d’isolation
non-conductrice (12) entourant généralement ledit
composant porteur de traction et électriquement
conducteur (14), ledit procédé comprenant

l’application d’un courant électrique à travers le-
dit composant porteur de traction et électrique-
ment conducteur (14) ;
la détermination de la résistivité électrique dudit
composant porteur de traction et électriquement
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conducteur (14) ; et
la comparaison de ladite résistivité à des don-
nées prédéterminées indicatives d’une capacité
porteuse de charge de traction dudit corps d’as-
censeur (10).
et comprenant également la connexion de cos-
ses de courant d’entrée et de sortie (608, 610)
à des points d’attache sans issue, respective-
ment, dudit câble d’ascenseur (10) dans un mo-
dule d’ascenseur.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit
composant électriquement conducteur (14) est un
câble porteur de traction (15) dans un câble d’as-
censeur (10), dans lequel ledit élément porteur de
traction (14) soutient la charge du chariot d’ascen-
seur.

3. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel le composant porteur de
charge et électriquement conducteur possède des
câbles d’un diamètre aussi petit que 0,175 mm.

4. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, comprenant également l’étape de
comparaison de la résistivité pour chaque câble (15)
avec les autres.

5. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, comprenant également l’étape de cor-
rélation de la résistance mesurée à des données de
test pré-stockées pour un câble idéal.

6. Système d’approximation de la capacité porteuse de
charge de traction d’un câble d’ascenseur (10) com-
prenant deux extrémités fixes dans un module d’as-
censeur et comprenant un composant porteur de
traction et électriquement conducteur (14) et une
chemise d’isolation non-conductrice (12) entourant
généralement ledit composant porteur de traction et
électriquement conducteur (14), ledit procédé com-
prenant

un moyen pour appliquer un courant électrique
à travers une section dudit composant électri-
quement conducteur (14) ;
un moyen pour mesurer la résistivité électrique
dudit composant électriquement conducteur
(14) ; et
un moyen pour corréler ladite mesure de ladite
résistivité avec des données prédéterminées in-
dicatives d’une force porteuse de charge de
traction dudit câble d’ascenseur (10) et compre-
nant également un moyen pour connecter des
cosses de courant d’entrée et de courant de sor-
tie à des points de fixation sans issue, respec-
tivement, dudit câble d’ascenseur dans un mo-
dule d’ascenseur.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 6, dans lequel ledit
composant électriquement conducteur (14) est un
élément de câble porteur de traction dans un câble
d’ascenseur (10), dans lequel ledit élément porteur
de traction (14) soutient la charge du chariot d’as-
censeur.

8. Système selon la revendication 6 ou 7, dans lequel
ledit composant porteur de traction et électriquement
conducteur dudit câble d’ascenseur (10) comprend
une pluralité de câbles (15) intégrée à l’intérieur de
et passant longitudinalement le long de la longueur
dudit câble d’ascenseur (10) pour supporter la char-
ge d’un chariot d’ascenseur ; et ledit moyen pour
l’application d’un courant électrique à travers une
section dudit câble d’ascenseur (10) entre en contact
avec chacun des câbles (15) pour appliquer un cou-
rant électrique à travers ceux-ci.

9. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
6 à 8, dans lequel le composant porteur de charge
et électriquement conducteur (14) possède des câ-
bles d’un diamètre aussi petit que 0,175 mm.

10. Système selon l’une quelconque des revendications
6 à 9, comprenant également un moyen pour entrer
en contact avec lesdites deux extrémités fixes dudit
câble d’ascenseur (10) pour l’application dudit cou-
rant électrique à travers ledit câble d’ascenseur (10).

11. Système selon l’une quelconque des revendications
6 à 10, comprenant également un moyen pour com-
parer ladite mesure de ladite résistivité pour chaque
câble avec les autres.

12. Système selon la revendication 11, comprenant éga-
lement un moyen pour déterminer les forces porteu-
ses de charges de traction relatives de chacun par
rapport aux autres.

13. Système selon l’une quelconque des revendications
6 à 12, dans lequel ledit câble d’ascenseur (10) com-
prend également une chemise d’isolation non-con-
ductrice (12) entourant généralement ladite pluralité
de câbles (15).

14. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
6 à 13, comprenant également un moyen pour cor-
réler la résistance mesurée à des données de test
pré-stockées pour un câble idéal.
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